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How is it that we are _____ and we are _____
simultaneously?

Examples:

* How is it that you are raising your children to be
very loyal/attached to the family and very
independent individuals simultaneously?

* How is it that I am simultaneously dedicated to my
work and being fully present for my family?

* How is it that we a Product Owner deciding scope
and a Project Manager that owns the budget
simultaneously?

Avoid nasty questions:

* How is it that we are trying to adopt Scrum and
beng forced to cope with internal beuracracy
simulateanously?

(strive to balance each side of the question)

Wicked Questions Create your Wicked Questions here

How is it that we

responsible for process

shift and we are not

empowered 

simultaneously?

How is it that we are

autonmous_____ and

we are _told what to

do____

simultaneously?

How is it that we are an

Agile team and we are

not doing sprint reviews

simultaneously?

How is it that we are

market leaders and

we are cost savers

simultaneously?

How is it that we are

__saying we are dedicated

to scrum___ and we are 

given fixed deliverables___

simultaneously?

How is it that we are

working in 2 week sprints

and we are delivering to

client with 10 month cycle

time simultaneously?

How is it that we are learning

how to be deliver working

features with each sprint and we

our process precludes us from 

completing the work within a

sprint simultaneously?

How is it that we are building

independent teams and we

are trying to deliver solutions

consisting from many

components working well

together simultaneously?

How is it that we are

empowering teams and

we are applying

management  oversight

simultaneously?

How is it that we are

Agile and we are

working against project

due dates 

simultaneously?

How is it that we are an

Agile Organization and hire

more Project Managers than

Scrum Masters to support

the Scrum Teams?

How is it that we are

agile and we are

planning in a waterfall

manner

simultaneously?

How is it that we are

one scrum team and

we are siloed

 simultaneously?

How is it that we are

supposed to measure

velocity and we are not

focusing on collecting the

data needed

simultaneously?

How is it we

are Agile, yet

we have no

agility?

How is it that we need to

transform  our organization

to remain relavent and we

continue to follow deparate

practices simultaneously? How is it that we are

having dedicated teams

and we are allocating

resources efficiently 

simultaneously?

How is it that we

have empowered

teams that follow a

prescribed method.

How is it we

can say we are

Agile and still

use Waterfall?

How

How is it that we are

planning sprint releases

with scrum team input and

we are dictating release

dates without the scrum

team input simulatenously?

How is it that we are

Agile organization and

we do not have

autonomous teams

simultaneously?

How is it we are Agile

but not following the

framework 100%?

How do we have long-

lasting teams and

create opportuniities

for growth?

How is it we

are innovators,

yet we have no

freedom to

innovatte?

How is that our

team are self

organized and

yet are directed

for outcomes

How is it we can say

we are making

progress but still fall

behind?

How is it that we are

max dev utilization and

we are accelerating

delivery

simultaneously?

My biggest strength

as a Scrum Master

is...

The last show I

binged watch was...

An area where I might

improve as a Scrum

Master is...

If I had a Scrum magic

wand, one thing I would

change in my

organization would be...

Introduction Carousel

With your partner, visit each of the four

stations and place a sticky note down for

your answer. Have a conversation and a

little bit of fun :)

Ability to help

teams create

safety, trust and

collaboration

Having fun

with my

scrum

teamsi'm not a

scrum

master

My strength is

that I'm new so

very agile. :)

Lost in Space

Upload

(amazon)

Backyard

Crashers

Try to be

flexible with

mindset

Be cognizant

of "over

protecting"

the team

roadmaping to

complete

work to keep

transparency

Communication

at all levels

broke it!

Patience

Scaling

Ability to

communicate

at all levels

Exec level

commitment

The Food

that built

America

In-source

development

Law and

order

Ozark

Curiosity

write better tickets

Empathy

metrics

Sense of

humor

Team

Dynamics

Talk through

items

Learn more

about really

applying the

agile

principles

Serving the

broader

organization

Listening

Critical Role -

animated

series (on

Amazon

Prime)

Listening

Coaching

Up

getting the POs to

not micromanage.

Self org, please

Stable teams

Formula 1 -

Drive to

Survive

KnightFall

Leadership

commitment

to Agile

Getting team

members to

focus on

outcomes not

task completion

Serving Forming

and Storming

teams (I'm better

with Norming and

Performing

Teams)

How to get the

quiet members

of the the team

to engage and

talk

7 Seconds

The way team

members are

assigned to

projects and

intiatives

Approachable

- team feels

I'm easy to talk

to

Keeping things

moving while

up beat under

pressure

Leadership

trust in the

associates

and scrum

teams

My technical

background

but also my

emotional

intelligence

Empathy
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coaching

Change

takes a

LONG time

JIRA &

Confluence

Easily

approachable

Calm. Can

see forest

for the trees

"Agility" not

just a box

that is

checked

Communicate

with people from

different

backgrounds. Ex.

Technical and Non

Technical

Micro-

managing of

scrum teams

Grace and

Frankie

Actually

doing story

pointing
Handling

Blockers

Facilitating

retros

Listening to

others

The

Witcher

Commiting

to my team

members

and client

HGTV

Bridgerton

decision

making

power to

team
Less focus

on

boundaries

of roles

Be

Agile....don't

"do" Agile

Gaining

insights from

metrics

Dont spread

people too

thin

Ozark 0 Cant

wait for

concluding

series!!

Openness to

change

Change

mindset

More focus

on Team

than tools

Be more

accepting to

other view

Understanding that

a forecast/

estimate  is just the

best guess

Dedicated

team

Letting the team

fail especially

when it impacts

delivery

Cobra Kai

poldark

Upload
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Bosch

Proactively

build

roadmaps

9-1-1 Lone

Star

Star Trek -

Next

Generation

The

Newsroom

T
h
e

G
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t

Ted Lasso

Will we ever get

“self-organizing

teams” in Agile?

(autonomy != self-

organizing)

Make a list of things that are different in your organization as compared to
what Scrum prescribes.

What's Different?

Infrastructure

support

Teams are not

assigned 100% but are

allocated to many

projects, initiatives

and products and

many Product Owners

or no POs

Teams are

not 100%

allocated.

Manager is

PO., Scrum

Master, and

Development

Leader 

Releases

are not so

much on

demand

Project-

oriented

They take too

many liberties

with the

framework

Compliance 

Team inter-

dependencies

are not in the

backlog

POs are

Functional/People

Managers

Lack of

stakeholders

involvement

in Sprint

Reviews

do everything

in earned-

value

management

Agile

mindset 

Stop the

One Size Fit

All

Waterfall

inside

sprints

Not

"allowing"

scrum teams

to have

autonomy

Daily

Scrums are

status

meetings

No end

customer

involved

Never Impose

or Prescribe

anything,

adapt, be real

agile

Leadership

"command

and control"

Large teams

Scrum theater

inside

traditional

Program Mgmt

Too many work

streams

resulting in lack

of transparency

to priorities

Component

teams

More roles

than Scrum

Don't be a

WaterScrumFall

Team Working

Agreement

and Decision

Rights

not really self-

org. Ours is

management-

heavy

Will we ever get

“self-organizing

teams” in Agile?

(autonomy !=

self-organizing)

Agile Hybrid

Approach

Principles

should

informed

patterns

Use of Team

Leads

Multiple

development

teams on one

program

board 

Systems are

for winners,

goals for

looser - Scott

Admas

Not a clear

Product Goal

and more

Sprint Goals

Lots of

"proxies"

15% Solution

Based on your conversations,
what is a first step you will

take? What is something you
can do without needing

approval or permission from
others? What will get you

15% of the way there?

Demonstrate

to the team

why crucial

documentation

is important

Start to build a suite of

Automated Tests

find something

we can demo

with end-to-end

code that is

potentially

deliverable

Limiting WIP

T-shaped skills -

mitigate silos

having all roles

support the needs

of the team/sprint

deliverables

Examine the risk and

start small - help to

push idea forward -

Learn from it and try

again - Gain trust

MVP - Feedback

from clients

knowing we might

not be right out of

the gate but we can

build on it to make

us market leaders

Re-Focus on the Team

I know my to-do list.

Just write a giant pile

of tickets without

waiting for the ideas

to come from above.

Let the grooming

happen later.

Tear down

the silos that

you can

support team

members to

make decsion

without PO-

manager

approval

Rampup on the new

platform is hard.

Immediately write a

quick how-to guide

to save time

onboarding later

Better at

configuring

Jira

More

business

agility


